Digital augmentation dissolves many of the
physical barriers to learning by offering tools to
integrate data and discoveries that travel with
students as they explore new terrain.

Ubi-learning Integrates
INDOOR AND OUTDOOR
EXPERIENCES
Ubiquitous computing and mobile technologies
provide much scope for designing innovative
learning experiences that can take place in a variety
of outdoor (for example, parks, city centers,
woodlands) and indoor
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settings (for example, SARA PRICE, CLIFF RANDELL,
DANAE STANTON FRASER,
museums, learning
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centers, labs, home).
While learning activities already occur in these
contexts, pervasive technologies can help integrate
them. Outdoor field trips and computer-based
indoor learning activities are typically performed
separately; for example, children may go on a field
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trip and observe and collect data
that, on another occasion, they will
input into a software simulation
package back in the classroom. This
separation of interlinked activities
can make it difficult for children to
see and understand the connections
between what are essentially the
same representations and processes
being studied, albeit in different
contexts.
Our research—a core strand of
the U.K. Equator Interdisciplinary
Research Collaboration—seeks to
bridge this gap, enabling children to
broaden and connect their understandings, reflections, and hypotheses in both real-world and classroom
settings. Our approach is to design
and build pervasive environments
(WiFi and sensor-based technologies) and connect
them with a variety of mobile and standalone computational devices that provide digital augmentation in
novel ways. A particular aim is to encourage children to
carry out scientific inquiry in the context of discovering and exploring an environment, system, or process.
E-learning implies learning “anytime anywhere”
[5]. To support this form of learning, researchers and
teachers have begun experimenting with the use of
handheld technologies [9]. For example, field trips
have been augmented with PDAs (for example, [3,
4]) and software has been developed to provide individualized for scaffolding, including bird watching
[2] and concept map building [6]. Mobile computers
can become “ready-to-hand” tools; children can use
them within the context of their learning, such as collecting data or accessing the Internet, whether in the
field or eating lunch in the cafeteria [10]. Ubi-learning seeks to extend the use of these tools even further,
by interconnecting them with other mobile devices
and learning tools. The purpose of doing so is to provide a pervasive environment that will enable children
to more extensively reflect on, explain, and hypothesize about the physical world around them in relation
to their formal learning experiences from the class-

room. An example of such a
configuration is the Ambient
Wood project.

Figure 1. The probe tool
in action.

The Ambient Wood Project
As stressed by Ackermann [1], in order to learn from
experience, it is necessary to step back from it and to
reflect momentarily upon it before diving back into
the experience. The Ambient Wood project was
designed to enable children to intermittently switch
from their experiences of the physical world (for
example, observing a butterfly drinking nectar from
a thistle) and to reflect upon the ecological processes
that lie behind this interdependency (for example,
pollination). To this end, a learning experience was
designed that encouraged children to explore and
hypothesize about different habitats found in a
woodland. In addition, a variety of mobile devices
and visualization tools was provided for the children
to access and share contextually relevant digital
information (for example, animation of seasonal
changes) when indoors and outdoors.
There are a number of ways that digital information can be presented or discovered in a physical environment using ubiquitous computing. Information
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can be displayed on
handheld devices (PDAs)
or presented sonically
(via speakers). It can be requested or obtained, or it can
be serendipitously pinged when a person is detected in
the vicinity. A primary concern when determining
how, when, and where is not to overload the children
with digital information that distracts from their interactions and explorations of the physical world. Maintaining a balance between the physical and the digital
was central to the design of Ambient Wood.
An infrastructure was built that monitored the children’s positions in the woodland, tracking any data
the children collected, and triggering location-based
information [11]. The data was passed between
devices and a central server using a WiFi local area
network installed in the woods. The WiFi network
was used to send images and sounds to the devices and
to monitor the children’s activities and their probe
readings in real time. Short-range FM transmitters,
called pingers, located throughout the woodland were
used to broadcast to receivers carried by the children.
The location pingers had a range of about 10 meters.
Several handcrafted devices were built together
with the use of off-the-shelf devices to provide the different forms of digital augmentation. These were a
PDA pinger, a probe tool, a periscope, wireless speakers, an ambient horn, and reflection tools. Not all
were used at the same time and different combinations were experimented with in separate studies.
The PDA pinger was programmed to show sporadically an image of a plant or animal together with
a voice-over about an aspect of its habitat. This happened whenever the children walked passed a pinger
Figure 2. Interacting with the
visualization tools.

hidden in a predetermined spot. The
information displayed was intended
to draw their attention to a section
of the woods at pertinent times in
order to think and reflect upon it.
The probe tool was designed to
enable children to collect real-time
measurements of light and moisture in the area (see Figure 1).
Readings of the probes appeared on
the PDA display as dynamic visualizations. These were intended to
provoke the children into hypothesizing about what they meant with
respect to their surroundings. The
probe tool also transmitted and
stored all the readings and the location at which they were collected in
the woodland (using GPS) to
enable the children to reflect about
them later at an abstract level.
The periscope was designed as a standalone viewing tool to provide children with access to prerecorded
videos about the habitat [12]. Here, the idea was to
provide dynamically relevant information conveying
seasonal changes and life cycles.
Wireless speakers were hidden in sections of the
woods to provide a range of realistic sounds of animals
in the habitat and abstract sounds that represented
various plant processes. These included a chiff-chaff
bird song, a butterfly sipping nectar and photosynthesis. The different kinds of sounds were designed to
make the children think about what they meant and
their significance in that part of the habitat. The
pinger technology was used again to deliver the
sounds triggering them to be played in certain spots
whenever the children walked past them.
Another sound device was the ambient horn [8]—
a handheld device the children held to their ears to
hear the sounds. These were also triggered via location
pingers, according to the children’s location, but was
under the children’s control.
The visualization tools were developed to enable
students to reflect upon their outdoor discoveries in
indoor settings (see Figure 2). These tools include an
interactive visualization display that showed a bird’seye view of the woods, overlaid with all the children’s
collected probe readings in the location (as dots that
could be opened to reveal the data collected) and an
interactive tangible board designed to allow the children to reconstruct what they had seen, collected, and
heard at a higher level of abstraction, using various
graphical representations embedded with RFID tags.
Feedback was provided on an adjoining display whenCOMMUNICATIONS OF THE ACM January 2005/Vol. 48, No. 1
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ever certain combinations of tagged tokens were
detected by the board.

How Successful was Ambient Wood?
Two studies were carried out over a 12-month
period to assess the children’s learning, using different combinations of the pervasive technologies. In
the first study, eight pairs of students, ages 11–12,
took part and in the second study 12 pairs of the
same age participated. Initially, two pairs of children
were asked to discover as much as possible about a
different part of the environment by looking, touching, smelling, and listening. They were then provided with the devices to uncover more. To facilitate
reflection, the children were encouraged to talk with
one another and a remote facilitator, via walkietalkies, reporting on what they had discovered, what
its significance was, and what they planned to do
next. The learning activity was deliberately designed
to be open-ended rather than task-driven. This was
to encourage the children to discover and observe
different aspects of the habitat and to generate
hypotheses about their relationships and their interdependencies. An aim was to see what connections
they made when presented with various sounds and
images in particular parts of the woods in relation to
what they were experiencing and anticipating in the
environment.
There was much evidence of the children integrating the findings and information obtained from
the devices with their own observations of the physical environment. The outcome was the generation
of hypotheses and explaining to one another their
ideas about habitat relationships, distributions, and
the underlying processes of the ecology. For example, one pair used the probe tool to generate
hypotheses about why certain parts are drier (for
example, leaves) than others (grass) and what the
implications were for what was able to survive there.
Another pair made inferences about the interrelationships between readings from the probe device
(dry), sightings of organisms in the same location
(woodlice) and information they received on the
PDA about woodlice. Thus, information from the
devices linked to the environment enabled children
to begin identifying habitat relationships, distributions, and the underlying processes of ecology.

The two pairs of children then came together to
reflect on and share their explorations in a makeshift
classroom housed in a tent, in another part of the
woods. A follow-up session was subsequently held in
a real classroom where all the pairs of students came
together with their teacher and the facilitators to draw
further inferences from their explorations.
The findings from the studies illustrated how children use the different devices and forms of digital
augmentation to further their exploration [7]. In particular, the information presented on the periscope,
ambient horn, and PDA pinger led the students to
look for what they had seen or heard and also provoked discussions about what they discovered in relation to relevant ecological issues.
One of the most successful forms of digital augmentation was the combination of the probing tool
and the interactive visualization display. The children
were able to integrate their present understanding of
the woods, derived from their individual probes of it,
with their subsequent reflections on the patterns
appearing in the bird’s-eye visualization compiled
from the different paired children’s readings.
At ground level, children probed many different
aspects of the terrain, taking turns to either probe or
read the outcome on the PDA. On average, each pair
took about 80 readings, of which half were for light
and half for moisture. This frequency of probing suggests the collaborative activity was highly successful
at provoking further exploration. After taking a reading, the children would suggest to each other a different place to go to confirm or refute their
hypotheses about what the reading would be there.
They also suggested where to take the most extreme
readings, and again, this involved making and testing
predictions about the environment. In addition,
probing sometimes led to the discovery of new plants
when the children were looking for places or organisms that would provide them with different readings. The spontaneous conversations that took place
suggested this method of interacting with the environment provided the children with many opportunities to undertake scientific inquiry.
At bird’s-eye level, the children were fascinated that
every probe reading they collected and recorded was
now available as interactive data points on the visualization display (a feature unknown to them earlier).

We propose that digital augmentation offers a promising way for enhancing the
learning process, especially ENCOURAGING THE DOVETAILING OF
EXPLORING AND REFLECTING WHEN INDOORS AND OUTDOORS.
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They were readily able to abstract and explain to each
other what the patterns of their personalized data
points represented. By clicking on these points they
were able to bring up the same readings they had seen
before on their PDAs. This caused much interest and
amusement, especially when trying to find the data
points where they had probed parts of their bodies.
Being able to see each other’s data in this highly
engaging way, enabled the children to develop an
overall picture of the different distributions of moisture and light in the two areas and to make generalizations about the contrasting habitats as to why
different types of organisms lived in each habitat and
why they would not survive well in the other.

Conclusion
Our research has shown that learning experiences
can be designed that broaden and connect children’s
understandings, reflections, and hypotheses across
both real world and classroom settings. More generally, we suggest ubi-learning experiences can be
designed in a number of ways, namely:
• Mobile devices can be connected to wireless networks to enable children to access, compare, and
input information while in the field.
• Information and data collected can be sent and
commented on by others, who may be in different physical or virtual environments, enabling
novel forms of collaborative problem solving to
occur in real time over distance.
• Contextually relevant digital information (for
example, images, sounds, visualizations, questions) can be delivered through location and person sensing, via handheld devices at relevant
times and situations, to focus particular kinds of
learning activity in the field.
• Novel viewing and tangible computational devices
can be designed to enable information and live
data to be presented, collated, and interacted with
collaboratively indoors.
• Interactive tabletops and large public displays can
be situated in public settings, such as museums
and libraries, showing personal data collected by
community members over time and space,
enabling the members to identify and track their
own data relative to others.
To conclude, we propose that digital augmentation
offers a promising way for enhancing the learning
process, especially encouraging the dovetailing of
exploring and reflecting when indoors and outdoors.
Here, we have described how scientific experiments
can be extended. Digital augmentation could equally

be used to integrate learning in other contexts, such as
the application of math during team games and
understanding chronology while visiting various historical sites. In sum, ubi-learning experiences offer
great potential for stretching children’s minds [1]. c
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